CHOOSE YOUR
SMALLER FORMAT!
Nowadays almost every substrate can be printed with very
sharp images and vibrant colors.
Depending on the sublimation paper type you buy, you can
transfer on lots of different media with varying sizes –
from wide format textile applications to smaller format
promotional products like mugs and phone covers.

Following requests from the market, Neenah Coldenhove
launched new sizes for key products to serve the industry.
These papers are a great fit for well known branded digital
printers like Mutoh RJ-900, Epson F500 series and
Epson 6370.
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With these papers in your portfolio, you will be able to
distribute to a large, targeted audience!
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Jetcol® TA
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Jetcol® TA
Sports garments are an essential element
in sports performance. The required properties of high quality sportswear such as
stretch-ability and colour brilliance differ in
each and every application.
Neenah Coldenhove has developed a line
of sticky sublimation papers with various
grammages and different tack levels for
printing on sportswear. With this line, you
are ready to produce high quality sportswear in every application.

Jetcol® HTR 3500
Jetcol® HTR3500 is the best seller in the
signage market.
The specific design and porosity of this paper works perfectly with closed knitted fabrics and blackout textiles.
This 105-gsm paper delivers a high transfer
yield, color consistency and sharpness
– features that are essential in this strong
and highly visible market.

Jetcol® DHS
For over 25 years, JETCOL® has
revolutionized the sublimation printing
industry.
With the introduction of JETCOL® DHS, the
hard substrates market is headed for a
revolution in paper performance.
Our JETCOL® DHS will offer the market a
way to print complex images with stunning
photographic quality results.

SUSTAINABILITY

Thanks to our inhouse
water recovery
management system,
we re-use 95% of the
water we need for
paper production.
After the water has
been used 9 times it
is cleaned in our own
water effluent plant
which we share with
our 2 neighboring
papermills in Eerbeek
since 1960.

We invest in saving
and re-using energy.
Residual heat is used
for heating offices in
the winter and the
public swimming
pool in the summer
of Eerbeek in the
summer.

All our papers contain
high quality fibers
harvested from FSC
managed forests.

CERTIFICATIONS

ISO 9001
ISO 14001
ISO 45001
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